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Linda's ethical Violation

Competence

A lawyer should show competence by necessary preparation to represent client with

thorough knowledge and skills ofa reasonable lawyer under ABA,CA.

Here, Linda, L entered a personal injury case attorney- client realtionship with Clint, C

against Dan, D. Based on L's errors in her formalities of fees agreement and

communication with D's insurance company, it is evident that L did not perform copetently

as a reasonable lawyer in a personal injury case would. L should have prepaed to handle

the case properly by doing research or associating with a lwyer who is comptetent.

L violated teh ethical obligations of ABA and CA competence. 

Loyalty -Confict of Iterest,COI

Potential COI

A potential conflict of interest is one where the lawyer may be materially altered in

representing teh client. however the client may give teh lawyer written consent despite the

confict after the lawyer has disclosed teh conflict. 

When C could not afford to pay L ther ewas COI betweeen L and C because L would not

be able to fully represent C without finacial support for administrative jobs such as filing

papaers. Instaed of disclosing this to C and getting a written consent from C to proceed

despite the matter, L told C not to worry about paying anything until ther ewas arecovery in

teh case. 

Because L was sdependent on a contingent agreement L may not have a potential conflict

of interest and C would only have to give written disclosure for teh contingent agreement.

L late a COI duty ABA and CA.

Fees

Contingent Fee

Where a fee will be dependent on the outcome of a case, teh client has to be presented

on teh amount to be cahrged by teh lawyer, how fees are t be calculated and if any other

fees wil be calculated. CA requires that any fe above $1000 be in writing and be signed

by teh client plus teh client has to seek idependent counsel. ABA does not require that teh

contingent agreement be in writing.

Here, when L told C that he need not worry about teh fees until there was a recovery in the

case, she told C that if a recoveru is obtained , L would take 50% as her attorney fees and

c would get the other half less any costs L incurred. Client orally agreed. To comply with

CA, L should should give C a written agreement that stated teh fees that she would take

including the other deductions and suggest that he see an independent counsel regarding

teh calciualtaions of teh fees.

Beacsue L only allowed C to orally agree to teh terms and not tell him to seek independent

counsel, she has violated teh CA ethical rules.

Unconscionabel/Reasonable Fee

In CA a unconscionable fee will be determned by teh fee that is customarily charged by

other attorneys in teh location, teh amount of work to be done, teh novelty of teh case etc.

ABA requires taht he fees be reasonable in accordance by the same trems as CA.

Here, L was representing C in a personal injury lawsuit, which is usually of about 30% of

teh client's award, L's fee of 50% plus teh other half to be decreased by L's other costs

would be unconscionable by CA standards. By ABA standards the fee also seem

unreasonable since teh case was not novel, was an ordinary every day peronal injury

 take much time an deffort by L because D's insurance compapany emailed

L. As a  result, L did not have to do much due diligence investigation and L would not have

to charge for private investiagtion etc for her fees to be tht of 50% of C's award.

L's fee is likley unconscionable by CA and unreasoanble by ABA standards.  

Written fee agreement

ABA does not require written agreement for contingent case, but CA requires a written

agreement signed by client that has exceeded $1000.

As state dabove, L did not  require a written contingent agreement from C although D's

insurance company offfered her $1000,000 setttelement for C'c case.

hence she has violated teh CA ethical standard.

Communication

A lawyer has to timely communicate any new information learned to the client during the

representation.

Here, Acme, D's insurance company emailed L before she completed any substantial

work n teh case, and offered to settle the amtter for $100,000. L was thrilled and replied to

teh email that she accepted teh settlement offer instead of communicating thsi new

knowledge to C. It was afetr L accepted teh offer that she told C about he settelemnet . L

ahs violated teh communiaction to her client, c.

Furthermore on receiving the offer from Acme, L should have allowed C to make teh

decision whether the offer was reasonable and if he would accept, since suvh decision is

fro the client and not the lawyer.

L violated her duty of communication to C under ABA and CA.

Trust account- Client Property

Client's account should be separate form teh lawyer's account and monies should not be

commingled. The lawyer should deposit teh cient's award into the th eclient's truct account

and not commingle the client's fund in teh lawyer's account.

Here, Acme delivered a check payable to L who deposited it int her law frim's business

account. l should have not deposited teh entire amount into her account but should have

deposited teh check in C's client account.  L's attempt to write a check to C's account for

$50,000 less her costs and mailed it t him was further breach of her duty of keeping

client's funds until final settelemnet.

Dispute of payment

Because C upon receipt of the check compaliend about L's fees and threatened to sue L

for mapractice, L should not have taken any of teh $100,000 as yet and teh amount should

have been remaining in C's account.

L violated her dutyt o not comminfgle C's settlement award with her account.

Malpractice Settelement

A lawyer shall not settela malpractice suit with a cient wthut the lawyer disclose to the

client to seek indeppendent counsel.

Here, when C threatened to sue L for malpractice bacuse he complained about the fee

and to reposr ther to the Stae Bar, L offered to return the $10,000 of teh fee she held as

costs from teh $50,000 to C. L offered t return teh $1000 in exchange for an agreement

from all liability associated with her reresenteation.

This violated L's duty to infrom C to seek independent counsel on his trhreat of a

malpractice lawsuit instead of attempting to settele to therat between herself and teh

cli

L violated thsi ethical duty by ABA and CA ethical standards.

Reporting to State Bar

A lawyer must self report to CA if she knows that hs ehas been sued by a client. ABA

require a lawyer to repoert another lawyer for any known violations.

Here, L does not need to report herselt to CA State Bar because she was not sued. She

need nt report herself to ABA.

L did not violate any reporting to the tae Bar.

Diligence

A lawyer must represent teh client with zealous representation. The lawyer must

investigate claims to get full reasonable amount for client in a personal injury case.

Here, When Acme emailed L before she completed any substative work on teh cae and

offered to settle teh matter for $100,000 , she was thrilled. She should hve done

substantive work to know if the amount was teh full amount that she should have received

since Acme is representing D it is likley that A under represented teh full amount to which

C was entitled.

L violated her ethical duty under CA and ABA in completing substantive work to get C teh

best settelemnt.
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confict after the lawyer has disclosed teh conflict. 

When C could not afford to pay L ther ewas COI betweeen L and C because L would not

be able to fully represent C without finacial support for administrative jobs such as filing

papaers. Instaed of disclosing this to C and getting a written consent from C to proceed

despite the matter, L told C not to worry about paying anything until ther ewas arecovery in

teh case. 

Because L was sdependent on a contingent agreement L may not have a potential conflict

of interest and C would only have to give written disclosure for teh contingent agreement.

L late a COI duty ABA and CA.

Fees

Contingent Fee

Where a fee will be dependent on the outcome of a case, teh client has to be presented

on teh amount to be cahrged by teh lawyer, how fees are t be calculated and if any other

fees wil be calculated. CA requires that any fe above $1000 be in writing and be signed

by teh client plus teh client has to seek idependent counsel. ABA does not require that teh

contingent agreement be in writing.

Here, when L told C that he need not worry about teh fees until there was a recovery in the

case, she told C that if a recoveru is obtained , L would take 50% as her attorney fees and

c would get the other half less any costs L incurred. Client orally agreed. To comply with

CA, L should should give C a written agreement that stated teh fees that she would take

including the other deductions and suggest that he see an independent counsel regarding

teh calciualtaions of teh fees.

Beacsue L only allowed C to orally agree to teh terms and not tell him to seek independent

counsel, she has violated teh CA ethical rules.

Unconscionabel/Reasonable Fee

In CA a unconscionable fee will be determned by teh fee that is customarily charged by

other attorneys in teh location, teh amount of work to be done, teh novelty of teh case etc.

ABA requires taht he fees be reasonable in accordance by the same trems as CA.

Here, L was representing C in a personal injury lawsuit, which is usually of about 30% of

teh client's award, L's fee of 50% plus teh other half to be decreased by L's other costs

would be unconscionable by CA standards. By ABA standards the fee also seem

unreasonable since teh case was not novel, was an ordinary every day peronal injury

 take much time an deffort by L because D's insurance compapany emailed

L. As a  result, L did not have to do much due diligence investigation and L would not have

to charge for private investiagtion etc for her fees to be tht of 50% of C's award.

L's fee is likley unconscionable by CA and unreasoanble by ABA standards.  

Written fee agreement

ABA does not require written agreement for contingent case, but CA requires a written

agreement signed by client that has exceeded $1000.

As state dabove, L did not  require a written contingent agreement from C although D's

insurance company offfered her $1000,000 setttelement for C'c case.

hence she has violated teh CA ethical standard.

Communication

A lawyer has to timely communicate any new information learned to the client during the

representation.

Here, Acme, D's insurance company emailed L before she completed any substantial

work n teh case, and offered to settle the amtter for $100,000. L was thrilled and replied to

teh email that she accepted teh settlement offer instead of communicating thsi new

knowledge to C. It was afetr L accepted teh offer that she told C about he settelemnet . L

ahs violated teh communiaction to her client, c.

Furthermore on receiving the offer from Acme, L should have allowed C to make teh

decision whether the offer was reasonable and if he would accept, since suvh decision is

fro the client and not the lawyer.

L violated her duty of communication to C under ABA and CA.

Trust account- Client Property

Client's account should be separate form teh lawyer's account and monies should not be

commingled. The lawyer should deposit teh cient's award into the th eclient's truct account

and not commingle the client's fund in teh lawyer's account.

Here, Acme delivered a check payable to L who deposited it int her law frim's business

account. l should have not deposited teh entire amount into her account but should have

deposited teh check in C's client account.  L's attempt to write a check to C's account for

$50,000 less her costs and mailed it t him was further breach of her duty of keeping

client's funds until final settelemnet.

Dispute of payment

Because C upon receipt of the check compaliend about L's fees and threatened to sue L

for mapractice, L should not have taken any of teh $100,000 as yet and teh amount should

have been remaining in C's account.

L violated her dutyt o not comminfgle C's settlement award with her account.

Malpractice Settelement

A lawyer shall not settela malpractice suit with a cient wthut the lawyer disclose to the

client to seek indeppendent counsel.

Here, when C threatened to sue L for malpractice bacuse he complained about the fee

and to reposr ther to the Stae Bar, L offered to return the $10,000 of teh fee she held as

costs from teh $50,000 to C. L offered t return teh $1000 in exchange for an agreement

from all liability associated with her reresenteation.

This violated L's duty to infrom C to seek independent counsel on his trhreat of a

malpractice lawsuit instead of attempting to settele to therat between herself and teh

cli

L violated thsi ethical duty by ABA and CA ethical standards.

Reporting to State Bar

A lawyer must self report to CA if she knows that hs ehas been sued by a client. ABA

require a lawyer to repoert another lawyer for any known violations.

Here, L does not need to report herselt to CA State Bar because she was not sued. She

need nt report herself to ABA.

L did not violate any reporting to the tae Bar.

Diligence

A lawyer must represent teh client with zealous representation. The lawyer must

investigate claims to get full reasonable amount for client in a personal injury case.

Here, When Acme emailed L before she completed any substative work on teh cae and

offered to settle teh matter for $100,000 , she was thrilled. She should hve done

substantive work to know if the amount was teh full amount that she should have received

since Acme is representing D it is likley that A under represented teh full amount to which

C was entitled.

L violated her ethical duty under CA and ABA in completing substantive work to get C teh

best settelemnt.
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